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Introduction

OpenMRS collects patient identifying data when registering a patient. Over time, errors creep into the records (e.g., a patient's name may be misspelled or a birth date is entered incorrectly), and these errors can result in duplicate patient records being created within the same OpenMRS installation.

Record Linkage, Patient Matching, and De-duplication

Record linkage is the task of identifying pieces of scattered information that refer to the same thing. Patient matching refers to the process that identifies records belonging to the same patient among different data sources, or duplicates within the same data source. De-duplication is the specific patient matching process that focuses on identifying links among patients with the same installation.

OpenMRS De-duplication Module

The current OpenMRS patient de-duplication module, which identifies potentially duplicate patients using a sophisticated probabilistic matching algorithm, requires multiple enhancements to ensure effective and efficient use in real-world installations. Consequently, we seek to enhance the current patient de-duplication module as described below.

Objectives

We have opportunities for innovation in a number of areas. The summer of code candidate will work with Shaun Grannis and James Egg to identify and prioritize a subset of innovations, which include:

User Interface Innovations.

- Add Merge Confirmation: Because merging patient records is not reversible programmatically, we should add a warning statement when users click on the "patient merge" button. (PTM-37)
- Configure An Analysis Server to Point to a Production Server: Add a URL property option to the patient de-duplication module to define which OpenMRS instance the de-duplication report points to, instead of automatically defaulting to the local URL. (PTM-26)
- Improved Manage Strategies Interface: (1) Highlight (either using bold or colored text) the fields used for matching so these "active" fields will be more readily recognized. (2) Change the list of available fields from three to two columns to avoid horizontal scrolling. (PTM-29, PTM-30)

Matching Algorithm Enhancements.

- Transposed Fields: Patients occasionally interchange or transpose their three names (Given Name, Middle Name, and Family Name). We seek to create a process where transposed fields can be compared and used for matching. This will require (1) creating a single concatenated field containing the values from all 3 fields, (2) using the Longest Common Subsequence field comparator to analyze transposed fields, and (3) creating the ability to select and configure these fields on the "Manage Strategies" screen. (PTM-23)

Persisting Meta-Data.

- Persist configuration data for each de-duplication report: Information such as the user that ran the report, a timestamp for the report, elapsed time for each sub-step of the analysis, and which strategies were used should be associated with the de-duplication report. (PTM-27, PTM-26)

Extra Credit: Enhancements that go above and beyond satisfactory completion include:

Streamline the Merge Interface: This includes:

- By default, automatically include all records in a patient group and allow the user to optionally exclude patients during the merge process. (PTM-36)
- When merging patient records, the "prev" and "next" button are provided to scroll through the non-preferred patients. This is not visually informative and could be improved by putting tabs at the top of the non-preferred patients so you can easily see both (a) how many non-preferred patients are in the right pane and (b) which one you are reviewing. (PTM-32)
- Work with OpenMRS and patient matching subject matter experts to ensure a clean user interface design and to ensure user documentation is up-to-date.

Applicant Skills

The ideal candidate will have past experience creating web applications using a combination of:

- Java Server Pages
- the Spring Application Framework, and
- Hibernate object-relational mapping library

Resources
• A working version of the linkage module can be viewed here. (Username: admin Password: test)
• Previous GSoC project pages can be found here: GSoC 2010, GSoC 2009.
• The source code for the Main Patient Matching Module web page can be found here.
• Feel free to email inquiries to either: sgrannis@regenstrief.org or bmamlin@regenstrief.org.